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Corepad Mobilion
Waterproof cloth 12"

Special Price

$8.48 was

$16.95

Product Images

Short Description

Product Details:
The Corepad Mobilion gaming mouse pad series are made of compressed fibers which
result in a very unique rough glide and feeling. The Corepad Mobilion-series are liquid resistant and ultra thin. The rough glide and therefore
higher friction are for everyone who prefer a medium to rough glide. The non-slip rubber base prevents the pad from sliding.

The Corepad Mobilion-series are available for various notebook sizes, which make them ideal for on the go users. The Corepad Mobilion-series can
be stored inside your laptop and doubles up as screen protector for maximum functionality and portability. Also for PC.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Flexible and rough liquid resistance cloth

Maximum precision

Compatible with all mice

Non-slip rubber backing

Easy cleanable

275x205x1mm / 10.8x8.1x0.04in

Specifications:
Weight: 28 grams

Description

Product Details:
The Corepad Mobilion gaming mouse pad series are made of compressed fibers which
result in a very unique rough glide and feeling. The Corepad Mobilion-series are liquid resistant and ultra thin. The rough glide and therefore
higher friction are for everyone who prefer a medium to rough glide. The non-slip rubber base prevents the pad from sliding.

The Corepad Mobilion-series are available for various notebook sizes, which make them ideal for on the go users. The Corepad Mobilion-series can
be stored inside your laptop and doubles up as screen protector for maximum functionality and portability. Also for PC.
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275x205x1mm / 10.8x8.1x0.04in

Specifications:
Weight: 28 grams
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Additional Information

Brand Corepad

SKU CP10005-D

Weight 3.0000

Color Black

Mouse Accessory Type Mouse Pad

Vendor SKU/EAN 8717524340605

Special Price $8.48


